You Think You’re Woke...
But You’re Sleepwalking Through A Nightmare —

What Kind of World Do You Want To Live In?
This System Cannot Be Reformed,
It Must Be Overthrown!
To you who are fed up with this society and “solutions” that are no solution...
To you who are angry and defiant and want to see an end to the white supremacy, the
patriarchy and its many forms of gender oppression, the persecution of immigrants, the
imperialist wars and occupations and threats, and the capitalist plunder and destruction
of the environment—an end to all, or any, of the horrible forms of oppression and
exploitation that define and intertwine with this capitalist-imperialist society...
To you who seek not justice for yourself or even just your own people, but the
Emancipation of ALL Humanity...
We have two choices: either we live with all this—and condemn future
generations to the same, or worse, if they have a future at all—or, we make
revolution!
This is what we are going to work on NOW. There is a scientific approach that
makes clear this madness is unnecessary. There is an actual plan for a radically better
society on the road to wiping out all exploitation and oppression and emancipate
humanity. There is a strategy to get the millions needed to make that happen. There is
the leadership, in Bob Avakian (BA), the
architect of the new communism and the
leader of the revolution. These are great

If this speaks to you… meet at
Wilson Plaza - Janss Steps 2:30pm

strengths on the people’s side. But, what is
now missing and urgently needed is YOU—
to get with, support, and become an
organized part of the revolution.

(look for the “This System Can’t Be
Reformed It Must Be Overthrown”
banner)

MEChA Action Against State-Sanctioned
Displacement & Colonialism
Be part of Revolution Club Contingent
Join those who refuse to accept the world as it is and are carving out a pathway
forward for the emancipation of ALL of humanity!
Meet @ Macarthur Park Station
Saturday March 30th @ 9am
660 S Alvarado St, Los Angeles, CA 90057

There has never been a speech like this on these questions –
until now.
Come Watch & Discuss
Saturday March 30th (and every Saturday in April)
3pm
Revolution Club Organizing Center

2716 S Vermont Ave Suite #8

